Using classical complex function theory, it is shown that any infinitely connected plane domain is «informally equivalent to a domain whose isolated boundary components are analytic Jordan curves. This allows an elementary proof to be given of the result that a domain with countably many boundary components is conformally equivalent to a domain bounded by analytic Jordan curves.
1. It is an immediate consequence of the Riemann mapping theorem that any domain affinité connectivity can be mapped conformally onto a domain whose boundary components are analytic Jordan curves. In recent work ( [2] , [3] ) the author has shown that this result holds for infinitely connected domains (with countably many boundary components). The proof, by transfinite induction, uses only the standard theory of normal families and the following: every plane domain is conformally equivalent to a domain whose isolated boundary components are analytic Jordan curves. (Points are to be considered as degenerate analytic Jordan curves, but in any case if they are isolated they can be ignored.) The proofs given in [2] and [3] of this statement use deep results in the theory of quasiconformal mappings. We give here a direct "normal family proof" (a simplified version of the transfinite induction argument in [3] ). Once this is done, the entire proof of the general theorem (see §3) becomes elementary-using only classical function theory (cf. [3, Note, p. 418]).
2. We recall the classical proof for finitely connected domains. If the boundary components of such a domain D0 are indexed by k=\, ■ • • ,n and this indexing is preserved under conformai maps of the domain, then one obtains maps fk (0:_a:<m) of D0 onto domains Dk whose first k boundary components are analytic Jordan curves. This is done by successively applying the Riemann mapping theorem to the domain bounded R. J. SIBNER [February by the kth boundary component of D^x-This can always be done leaving invariant two fixed points. If h*_x is this map and hk_x the restriction of /!*_! to Dk_x we \etfk=hk_x "U-x and Dk=fh(Do)-The first k-\ boundary components of Dk are analytic Jordan curves because hk_Y is the restriction of a map which is conformai in a neighborhood of these components. The kth boundary component of Dk is the unit circle.
These remarks can be applied to an infinitely connected domain D0 whose (nondegenerate) isolated boundary components (of which there are at most countably many) are indexed by the natural numbers. With the above notations let, for l<y'<oo, h*j=hf_x ° • • • ° h* so that A* is conformal in the domain bounded by those boundary components of Dt indexed by i+l, • • • ,j and let A" : Z^-kD, be the restriction of h* to D,-. We obtain then the . An arbitrary plane domain is conformally equivalent to a domain whose isolated boundary components are analytic Jordan curves.
Proof.
The maps h* are univalent in the domain D* bounded by all the boundary components of 7), except those indexed by 1, • • • , /'. Consequently, they form a normal family (the distortion theorem implies that they are locally uniformly bounded-see e.g. [1] ). A diagonalization argument shows that there is a subsequence jn such that h*ir> converges (uniformly on compact subsets of Df) for each / to a map h*m which is univalent in D*. For />/ the /th boundary component of Z),=/(i)0) is an analytic Jordan curve and hioe is the restriction of a map conformai in a neighborhood of the first i boundary components of D( (in particular, in a neighborhood of the /th). Hence the /th boundary component of DK is an analytic Jordan curve for arbitrary / and the proposition is proved.
Note. The stronger result that any domain is conformally equivalent to a domain whose isolated boundary components are circles was obtained in [2] with the use of quasiconformal mappings. It also can be obtained as above, using the result for finitely connected domains and the reflection principle.
3. For completeness, we recall briefly how the above proposition is used in the proof of the general theorem: a domain with countably many boundary components is conformally equivalent to a domain bounded by analytic Jordan curves [3] .
The collection Tx of boundary components is provided with a natural metric space structure. One considers the chain r^T^-•-=>ra=> ra+1=>-• • indexed by the ordinal numbers where if the ordinal a has a predecessor a-1 then Tx is the derived set of ra_x and if a is a limit ordinal then ra=f| Tß, ß<<x.
Next, one considers an induction hypothesis analogous to (l)-(4) above. Here again, it is the richness of the hypotheses which is the key to the method of proof.
The step to an ordinal a with a predecessor is made by applying the above proposition to the domain bounded by ra_1, observing that the isolated boundary components of this domain are Ta_1-IV For a limit ordinal, one uses a normal family argument, similar to that used in the proof of the proposition of §2, but now on a sequence of ordinals tending to the limit ordinal.
